Hyperekplexia is a rare human neuromotor disorder caused by mutations that impair the efficacy of glycinergic inhibitory neurotransmission. Loss-of-function mutations in the GLRA1 or GLRB genes, which encode the ␣1 and ␤ glycine receptor (GlyR) subunits, are the major cause. Paradoxically, gain-offunction GLRA1 mutations also cause hyperekplexia, although the mechanism is unknown. Here we identify two new gain-offunction mutations (I43F and W170S) and characterize these along with known gain-of-function mutations (Q226E, V280M, and R414H) to identify how they cause hyperekplexia. Using artificial synapses, we show that all mutations prolong the decay of inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs) and induce spontaneous GlyR activation. As these effects may deplete the chloride electrochemical gradient, hyperekplexia could potentially result from reduced glycinergic inhibitory efficacy. However, we consider this unlikely as the depleted chloride gradient should also lead to pain sensitization and to a hyperekplexia phenotype that correlates with mutation severity, neither of which is observed in patients with GLRA1 hyperekplexia mutations. We also rule out small increases in IPSC decay times (as caused by W170S and R414H) as a possible mechanism given that the clinically important drug, tropisetron, significantly increases glycinergic IPSC decay times without causing motor side effects. A recent study on cultured spinal neurons concluded that an elevated intracellular chloride concentration late during development ablates ␣1␤ glycinergic synapses but spares GABAergic synapses. As this mechanism satisfies all our considerations, we propose it is primarily responsible for the hyperekplexia phenotype.
Hyperekplexia is a rare human neuromotor disorder caused by mutations that impair the efficacy of glycinergic inhibitory neurotransmission. Loss-of-function mutations in the GLRA1 or GLRB genes, which encode the ␣1 and ␤ glycine receptor (GlyR) subunits, are the major cause. Paradoxically, gain-offunction GLRA1 mutations also cause hyperekplexia, although the mechanism is unknown. Here we identify two new gain-offunction mutations (I43F and W170S) and characterize these along with known gain-of-function mutations (Q226E, V280M, and R414H) to identify how they cause hyperekplexia. Using artificial synapses, we show that all mutations prolong the decay of inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs) and induce spontaneous GlyR activation. As these effects may deplete the chloride electrochemical gradient, hyperekplexia could potentially result from reduced glycinergic inhibitory efficacy. However, we consider this unlikely as the depleted chloride gradient should also lead to pain sensitization and to a hyperekplexia phenotype that correlates with mutation severity, neither of which is observed in patients with GLRA1 hyperekplexia mutations. We also rule out small increases in IPSC decay times (as caused by W170S and R414H) as a possible mechanism given that the clinically important drug, tropisetron, significantly increases glycinergic IPSC decay times without causing motor side effects. A recent study on cultured spinal neurons concluded that an elevated intracellular chloride concentration late during development ablates ␣1␤ glycinergic synapses but spares GABAergic synapses. As this mechanism satisfies all our considerations, we propose it is primarily responsible for the hyperekplexia phenotype.
Glycine receptor (GlyR) 2 chloride channels mediate fast inhibitory neurotransmission in the spinal cord, brainstem, and retina, and are thus essential for controlling motor and sensory function (1) (2) (3) . Like other members of the pentameric ligandgated ion channel family, GlyRs are assembled from five subunits arranged around a central water-filled pore. Each GlyR subunit is composed of an N-terminal extracellular domain, a transmembrane domain containing four ␣-helical domains (termed M1-M4), and a long intracellular domain linking M3 and M4. Synaptic GlyRs are formed as heteromers of ␣1-3 and ␤ subunit isoforms with a stoichiometry of 2␣:3␤ or 3␣:2␤ (4, 5) . The dominant native synaptic isoform is the ␣1␤ heteromer, with the ␤ subunit responsible for anchoring GlyRs at postsynaptic densities by directly binding to the cytoplasmic clustering protein, gephyrin (6 -8) .
Human hereditary hyperekplexia, or startle disease, is a rare neurological disorder characterized by neonatal hypertonia and an exaggerated startle reflex in response to sudden, unexpected stimuli (9) . It is most commonly caused by mutations that reduce the efficacy of glycinergic synaptic signaling. Mutations in the GLRA1 or GLRB genes, which encode the ␣1 and ␤ GlyR subunits, respectively, are the major cause of hyperekplexia (9 -12) . The vast majority of these mutations are loss-of-function in that they reduce the ability of GlyRs to flux chloride. Recessive hyperekplexia mutations generally result in the loss of ␣1 or ␤ GlyR protein expression at the cell surface, whereas dominant mutations usually allow strong surface expression but impair channel function via reduced open probability, single channel conductance, or glycine sensitivity (11, 13) . Despite recessive mutations often resulting in the complete loss of ␣1 subunit expression (14) and dominant-negative mutations often involving only moderate disruption to ␣1 subunit function, there is no evidence for "major" or "minor" forms of hyperekplexia and no evidence for a correlation between inheritance mode and phenotype (12) . Thus, it appears that as long as the deleterious effect of a GLRA1 mutation exceeds a certain threshold, a common hyperekplexia phenotype will result. All genetic forms of hyperekplexia are successfully treated with the benzodiazepine, clonazepam (9, 12) . This works by potentiating GABA type-A receptor (GABA A R) chloride channels to compensate for the loss of glycinergic inhibition (15) .
Hyperekplexia can also be caused by gain-of-function GLRA1 mutations (16, 17) . To date four such mutations have been identified (Y128C, Q226E, V280M, and R414H). All of these result in spontaneous channel activation, whereas Y128C and V280M also significantly enhance glycine sensitivity (16, 17) . While characterizing a range of other GLRA1 hyperekplexia mutations, we discovered that spontaneous activity is also induced by the recently characterized W170S mutation (18, 19) and by the as yet uncharacterized I43F mutation (20) . From the clinical descriptions, it is evident that the hyperekplexia phenotype induced by gain-of-function mutations is no different to that caused by loss-of-function mutations and clonazepam remains an effective treatment (16, 18, 20) .
In this study we sought to provide insight into the mechanism by which gain-of-function mutations cause hyperekplexia. We have recently developed an "artificial" synapse system that allows control over the subunit composition of GlyRs in glycinergic synapses (21) . We inserted heteromeric ␣1␤ GlyRs incorporating each mutation in turn to evaluate the properties of the inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs) mediated by each mutant isoform. We then evaluated whether the hyperekplexia phenotype is likely to result from the change in IPSC properties or from the spontaneous channel activity.
Results

Properties of GlyRs Measured by Whole Cell
Recording-The locations of the mutations investigated in this study are shown in Fig. 1 . The glycine EC 50 and I max values for GlyRs incorporating the Y128C, W170S, Q226E, V280M, and R414H mutations have previously been characterized by whole cell recording (16, 17, 19) . The Y128C mutation was found to induce a sufficiently large spontaneous leak current as to degrade HEK293 cell viability (17) and thus we did not study it further. The V280M mutation significantly reduced both the glycine EC 50 and I max values, although the W170S, Q226E, and R414H mutations had little effect of these parameters (16, 19) . The Q226E, V280M, and R414H mutations have previously been shown to induce spontaneous single channel activity (16, 22) . In this study we filled in the gaps by quantifying the glycine EC 50 and I max values of ␣1 I43F ␤ GlyRs by whole cell recording. We also employed outside-out patch clamp recording to characterize the properties of spontaneous single channels mediated by ␣1 I43F ␤ and ␣1 W170S ␤ GlyRs. Examples of whole cell currents activated by increasing glycine concentrations at ␣1␤ and ␣1 I43F ␤ GlyRs are shown in Fig.  2A . Averaged glycine dose-response relationships for ␣1, ␣1
I43F , ␣1␤, and ␣1 I43F ␤ GlyRs are shown in Fig. 2B , with mean parameters presented in Table 1 . In both homomeric and heteromeric GlyRs, the I43F mutation resulted in a drastically increased sensitivity to glycine.
Spontaneous Channel Activity in ␣1 W170S ␤ and ␣1 I43F ␤ GlyRs-To investigate the presence of spontaneous activity, 100 M picrotoxin alone was applied to whole cells expressing either the ␣1 W170S ␤ GlyR (Fig. 3A) or the ␣1 I43F ␤ GlyR (Fig.  3B) . We observed small but consistent upward current deflections in the presence of picrotoxin, which was particularly prominent for the ␣1 I43F ␤ GlyR. To quantify the level of spon- The model is based on the cryoEM structure of zebrafish ␣1 GlyR in the glycinebound conformation (PDB access code 3JAE) (39) . One subunit is depicted in gold with gain-of-function hyperekplexia mutations (red) shown in stick form.
FIGURE 2. Effect of the ␣1 subunit I43F mutation examined by whole cell patch clamp recording. Recordings were performed at Ϫ60 mV. A, sample whole cell recordings for heteromeric ␣1␤ and ␣1 I43F ␤ GlyRs in the presence of the indicated glycine concentrations. B, averaged whole cell glycine doseresponse curves for ␣1, ␣1␤, ␣1 I43F , and ␣1 I43F ␤ GlyRs. Mean parameters of best fit are provided in Table 1 . taneous activity in both receptors we carried out single channel measurements in excised outside out patches. In the absence of applied glycine, the ␣1 W170S ␤ GlyR exhibited brief spontaneous openings of 1.4-ms mean duration, the majority of which were simple open-shut events (Fig. 3C) . We determined the frequency of these openings by dividing their occurrence over time by an estimate of the number of channels contained in each recorded patch (between 3 and 6 channels).
This yielded an open frequency of 0.2 Hz per channel. Wildtype ␣1␤ GlyRs under the similar recording conditions exhibit negligible spontaneous activity (10, (22) (23) (24) .
In the presence of 100 M glycine, single channel currents mediated by ␣1 W170S ␤ GlyRs occurred in clusters of tightly spaced open-shut transitions (Fig. 3D) . The mean duration of the clusters was 621 Ϯ 69 ms (n ϭ 3), which is only 1.2-fold longer than wild-type ␣1␤ GlyRs (ϳ500 ms at saturating glycine (22)). The mean single channel amplitude measured at Ϫ70 mV was 3.31 Ϯ 0.06 pA (n ϭ 4), yielding a conductance of 41.6 Ϯ 0.7 pS. This is similar to that of 45.9 Ϯ 1.4 pS for wildtype receptors (22) and suggests that the ␣1 W170S mutation has no appreciable effect on conductance.
Similar experiments were carried out using the ␣1 I43F ␤ GlyR. This receptor also exhibited spontaneous openings, but their mean duration was 11.2 ms, which is 8-fold greater than that of the ␣1 W170S ␤ GlyR. Moreover, the activity consisted of brief, single open-shut bursts in addition to a significant number of more complex bursts, where the receptor oscillated between open and shut configurations multiple times before terminating (Fig. 3E ). The calculated spontaneous open frequency of this receptor, from patches containing 1-5 channels, was 0.5 Hz. This receptor exhibited a greater level of spontaneous activity than the ␣1 W170S ␤ GlyR, with longer, more complex bursts and a 2.5-fold higher frequency of occurrence.
A 100 M concentration of glycine elicited long clusters of activity that had a mean duration of 1030 Ϯ 73 ms (n ϭ 3), similar to those of the ␣1 Q226E ␤ GlyR (22) . The single channel mean amplitude the ␣1 I43F ␤ GlyR was 3.64 Ϯ 0.05 pA (n ϭ 3), producing a conductance at Ϫ70 mV of 45.7 Ϯ 0.7 pS. This value is also close to that of wild-type ␣1␤ GlyRs, suggesting that this mutation also has little effect on channel conductance.
Hyperekplexia Mutations Prolong the Duration of IPSCsNext we characterized the mean amplitudes, 10 -90% rise times, and decay time constants of spontaneous IPSCs mediated by recombinant ␣1␤, ␣1
V280M ␤, and ␣1
R414H
␤ GlyRs (Fig. 4) . Sample recordings from artificial synapses incorporating each isoform are shown at three progressively increasing temporal resolutions in Fig. 4A with a globally averaged, normalized IPSC shown for each isoform in Fig. 4B . The averaged IPSC amplitudes, 10 -90% rise times, and decay time constants for each isoform are presented in Fig. 4C and Table 2 . Relative to ␣1␤ GlyRs, IPSCs mediated by ␣1 I43F ␤ and ␣1 V280M ␤ GlyRs exhibited significantly larger amplitudes, whereas those mediated by ␣1 W170S ␤, ␣1 Q226E ␤, and ␣1
R414H ␤ GlyRs exhibited no significant change (Fig. 4C) . All five mutations resulted in either modest (W170S and R414H) or dramatic (I43F, Q226E, and V280M) increases in the mean IPSC decay time constant (Fig. 4C) . The ␣1 I43F ␤ and ␣1 V280M ␤ GlyRs also exhibited significantly slower rise times relative to the ␣1␤ GlyR (Fig. 4C ). As illustrated in Fig. 5 , the IPSC amplitudes and decay time constants were monotonically distributed for all isoforms, suggesting a single postsynaptic GlyR population in each case. It is likely that the prolonged IPSC rise and decay times in the mutant GlyRs is due either to altered intrinsic channel gating or to altered geometric factors within the synapse (e.g. synaptic cleft width, GlyR clustering propensity) that may slow access of neurotransmitter to the receptors. Our next experiments sought to distinguish between these possibilities by comparing the IPSC rise and decay rates rise time for the indicated GlyRs. Statistical significance was determined via one-way analysis of variance followed by Bonferroni's post hoc correction with significance represented by *, p Ͻ 0.05; **, p Ͻ 0.01; ***, p Ͻ 0.001; and ****, p Ͻ 0.0001 relative to ␣1␤ GlyRs.
TABLE 2 Comparison of 10 -90% rise times and decay time constants of IPSCs and macropatch currents mediated by the indicated wild-type and mutant GlyRs
For IPSCs, the n values refer to the total number of cells from which data were collected. For each cell, parameters were analyzed from a single IPSC waveform that was digitally averaged from Ͼ50 individual events. with the intrinsic channel opening and closing rates for each mutant GlyR. Characterization of Intrinsic Channel Closing Rates-The peak synaptic glycine concentration has been estimated to reach 1-3 mM in embryonic zebrafish neurons (25) and 2.2-3.5 mM in adult rat spinal neurons (23) . Glycine is removed from the cleft with a time constant of 0.6 -0.9 ms (23) . Considering these parameters, we simulated synaptic activation conditions by rapidly applying 1 mM glycine for a period of ϳ1 ms to outside-out macropatches expressing each receptor. We regularly calibrated the speed of the solution exchange system by rapidly switching the solution perfusing an open patch pipette between standard extracellular solution and an extracellular solution that had been diluted by 50% with distilled water. By monitoring the resulting pipette current, we were able to ensure that the solution perfusing the macropatch was completely exchanged within 200 s (26) . Under these conditions, the ␣1␤ GlyR activated robustly with a mean 10 -90% rise time of 0.8 Ϯ 0.1 ms and mean decay time constant of 26.2 Ϯ 3.4 ms (Fig. 6, Table 2 ). This rise time was conserved for all five mutant GlyRs, which is surprising given that the mean IPSC rise times for the mutant GlyRs were all significantly slower than the wild-type ␣1␤ GlyR value (Table 2) . We also observed a systematic discrepancy between the IPSC decay time constants and the macropatch current deactivation time constants for the wild-type and mutant GlyRs (Fig. 6, Table 2 ). With the exception of the ␣1 V280M ␤ GlyR, the intrinsic channel deactivation time constants were a factor of 1.7-3.6 slower than the IPSC decay time constants. The discrepancies between the macropatch and synaptic rise and decay times are presumably caused by factors specific to the synapse. One possibility is that synaptic GlyRs are clustered by a binding interaction with a protein that alters their gating properties. It is also possible that we have made an incorrect assumption about the temporal profile and/or peak glycine concentration in the synaptic cleft. However, given the strong correlation between IPSC decay time constants and macropatch deactivation time constants in the ␣1 I43F ␤, ␣1 Q226E ␤, and ␣1 V280M ␤ GlyRs, we infer that the dramatic slowing in their IPSC decay rates is dominated by changes in their intrinsic channel gating properties. Indeed, we have characterized the molecular basis of these gating changes in the ␣1 Q226E ␤ and ␣1 V280M ␤ GlyRs (10, 22) . Tropisetron Significantly Increased ␣1␤ GlyR-mediated IPSC Decay Time Constant-The R414H mutation results in a full hyperekplexia phenotype (16) despite causing a relatively small increase in IPSC decay time constant (from 7.2 to 11.4 ms). Can a small increase in the IPSC decay time constant alone result in a motor impairment? We addressed this question by investigating the effects 1 nM tropisetron on IPSCs mediated by ␣1␤ GlyRs.
Tropisetron, a 5-hydroxytryptamine type-3 receptor antagonist, is clinically important for the treatment of postoperative and chemotherapy-induced emesis and, importantly, it causes no motor side effects (27) . As tropisetron inhibits the 5-hydroxytryptamine type-3 receptor with an IC 50 near 1 nM (28, 29), we assume this concentration is clinically relevant. This concentration is also known to potentiate recombinant ␣1␤ GlyRs activated by a low (e.g. EC 20 ) glycine concentration (4, 30) , although its effect on glycinergic IPSCs has never been reported. Sample recordings of ␣1␤ GlyR-mediated IPSCs in the absence and presence of 1 nM tropisetron are shown in Fig.  7A . The globally averaged and normalized IPSCs suggest that 1 nM tropisetron exerted a prolonging effect on IPSC decay times (Fig. 7B) . The averaged data presented in Fig. 7C reveal that 1 nM tropisetron had no significant effect on IPSC amplitude or 10 -90% rise times, although it significantly increased the decay time constant from 5.8 Ϯ 0.3 to 7.6 Ϯ 0.4 ms (p Ͻ 0.05, paired t test; n ϭ 6 cells). The percentage increase (32%) in the IPSC decay time constant in 1 nM tropisetron was modestly lower than that caused by either the R414H or W170S mutations (59 and 56%, respectively).
Discussion
Validation of the Artificial Synapse Technique-We have previously validated our artificial synapse system by showing that the decay rates of IPSCs mediated by ␣1␤, ␣2␤, and ␣3␤ GlyRs in artificial synapses are similar to those mediated by the same isoforms in native neuronal synapses (21) . We have also compared the effects of ␣1 GlyR subunit mutations in artificial and native synapses. The ␣1 GlyR subunit loss-of-function D80A and A52S mutations have previously been shown to cause hyperekplexia-like phenotypes in mice (31, 32) . Artificial synapses incorporating recombinant ␣1
D80A
␤ and ␣1 A52S ␤ mutant GlyRs exhibited accelerated IPSC decay rates that were quantitatively similar to those recorded in native synapses in mutant mice homozygous for the same mutations (21) . The main trends in our artificial synapse data are also supported by the fast agonist application experiments (Fig. 6) . Thus, the possible existence of ultrastructural or protein expression differences between native and artificial synapses are unlikely to seriously affect the IPSC decay rates as reported here.
Summary of Results-We have identified two new GLRA1 gain-of-function hyperekplexia mutations, I43F and W170S. The I43F mutation resulted in prolonged bursts of spontaneous channel activity (Fig. 3E ) similar to that previously demonstrated for the Q226E mutation (22) . These bursts most likely underlie the observed slow IPSC decay rates. Indeed, synaptic currents mediated by other ligand-gated ion channels have also been shown to deactivate as a function of the durations of single channel burst activity (26, (33) (34) (35) (36) . Conversely, the short-lived spontaneous bursts induced by ␣1 W170S ␤ and ␣1 R414H ␤ GlyRs most likely underlie their faster IPSC decay rates, compared with those mediated by ␣1 I43F ␤ and ␣1 Q226E ␤ GlyRs. The original electrophysiological characterization of the ␣1
W170S
␤ GlyR showed that zinc potentiation was abolished (19) . Physiological levels of zinc potentiate GlyRs (37, 38) , and the loss of zinc potentiation via the ␣1 D80A mutation accelerated the IPSC decay rate and thus caused hyperekplexia in a knock-in mouse model (31) . Thus, it was reasonable to hypoth- esize that the W170S-mediated hyperekplexia phenotype was due to a diminished capacity of IPSCs to transfer chloride ions (19) . However, in the present study we found that the decay time constant of IPSCs mediated by ␣1 W170S ␤ GlyRs was actually longer than that of ␣1␤ GlyRs (Fig. 4C) . Thus, the loss of zinc potentiation does not explain the hyperekplexia phenotype.
It seems surprising that the R414H mutation also resulted in a full hyperekplexia phenotype, especially given its autosomal dominant inheritance mode (16) . This mutation resulted in a modest level of spontaneous channel activity (16) and a modestly prolonged IPSC duration (Fig. 4C) , similar to that induced by W170S. Due to its inheritance mode, the magnitudes of these effects in heterozygote patients may be further reduced by the equivalent levels of expression of mutant and wild-type ␣1 subunits.
Molecular Mechanisms of the Mutations-Gln-226 lies at the top of the M1 domain (Fig. 1) . As the channel opens, Gln-226 moves closer to Arg-271 at the top of M2 (39) . We have previously demonstrated that channel activation is facilitated by an energetic interaction between these residues (10, 22) . This interaction is strengthened by the Q226E mutation, resulting in the longer active periods that underlie the gain-of-function startle phenotype (10, 22) . Val-280 is located in the M2-M3 loop (Fig. 1) where it is closely apposed to Ile-225 at the top of M1. We previously concluded that the bulky V280M substitution exerts a steric repulsion against Ile-225, thereby tilting the M2 outwards to facilitate spontaneous channel opening (10, 22) . Ile-49 and Trp-170 lie in close proximity in the inner and outer ␤-sheets, respectively, of the extracellular domain (Fig. 1) . It is possible that mutations to either of these residues disrupt the relative orientations of the ␤-sheets and this could lead to allosteric defects including aberrant receptor activation. The molecular mechanism of R414H, which lies at the extracellular C terminus of M4 (Fig. 1) , remains elusive.
Proposed Mechanism of Hyperekplexia by Gain-of-function GLRA1 Mutants-Synaptic inhibition in adult spinal motor neurons is mediated exclusively by glycine (40, 41) or by a combination of glycine and GABA (42, 43) . The chloride concentration in adult neurons is normally very low, and as a result small increases in the chloride influx rate can have a significant effect on the strength, or even polarity, of glycinergic signaling (44) . If a tonic increase in intracellular chloride concentration in otherwise healthy adult spinal motor neurons causes hyperekplexia, then the I43F, Q226E, or V280M mutations should cause a more severe phenotype than the W170S or R414H mutations, due to the large disparity in their rates of spontaneous and glycine-mediated chloride influx (44) . Furthermore, if spontaneous GlyR activity results in increased chloride accumulation in spinal motor neurons then it should do likewise in spinal dorsal horn nociceptive neurons that also receive glycinergic inputs (45) , and this should result in chronic pain (44) . As neither chronic pain nor a correlation between GLRA1 mutation severity and startle phenotype have ever been reported in hyperekplexia patients (12), we consider it unlikely that hyperekplexia is predominantly due to an elevated chloride concentration in adult motor neurons.
Another possibility is that the mutation-induced increase in IPSC decay time constant directly elicits hyperekplexia, perhaps by a presynaptic effect on an excitatory or inhibitory input onto motor neurons. We demonstrate that a clinically relevant (1 nM) concentration of tropisetron significantly prolongs the decay time constant of ␣1␤-mediated IPSCs (Fig. 7) . This is notable because tropisetron has never been reported to cause hyperekplexia or other motor side effects (27, 46) . As the tropisetron-induced increase in IPSC decay time constant almost reaches the levels induced by the W170S and R414H mutations, it is unlikely that the modest slowing in the IPSC decay rate induced by these mutations could cause hyperekplexia.
Prenatally in the rat, the ␣2 subunit is the predominant GlyR isoform. However, a developmental switch occurs during the first three postnatal weeks, whereby most of the ␣2 subunits are replaced by ␣1 (3). Simultaneously, the intracellular chloride concentration is reduced due to chloride extrusion by the KCC2 and KCC3 chloride-potassium co-transporters to the point where it supports efficient synaptic inhibition (47) . A recent study that inhibited KCC2 function in cultured spinal neurons during this period found that the elevated chloride concentration reduced the number and size of ␣1 GlyR dendritic clusters without affecting neighboring ␣2 GlyR clusters (48) . Concomitantly, glycinergic miniature IPSCs were reduced in amplitude and frequency although GABAergic IPSCs were not affected. This mechanism, which is thought to be active during the final maturation stage of spinal motor neurons (48), provides a mechanism for explaining how gain-of-function hyperekplexia mutations can cause a single common hyperekplexia phenotype without necessarily requiring an elevated chloride concentration in adult neurons.
Relevance of Findings to Pain Drug Development-Glycinergic synapses on pain sensory neurons in the spinal cord superficial laminae are unique in that they incorporate both ␣1 and ␣3 GlyR subunits (49) . Inflammatory mediators (notably prostaglandin E2) induce chronic inflammatory pain by phosphorylating, and inhibiting, ␣3-containing GlyRs (49, 50) . This reduces the magnitude of IPSCs in spinal pain sensory neurons, which in turn "disinhibits" them and thereby increases the rate of transmission of pain impulses to the brain. This mechanism, which provides a paradigm for chronic inflammatory pain sensitization, implies that drugs that selectively potentiate (i.e. restore) ␣3␤ GlyR-mediated IPSCs should be analgesic. It is generally assumed that such drugs should avoid potentiating ␣1␤ GlyRs due to their broader distribution and the consequent risk of motor and other side effects (45, 51) . However, developing drugs specific for ␣3-containing GlyRs has proved difficult (52), due largely to the high amino acid sequence identity of ␣1 and ␣3 subunits, particularly in the known ligand binding sites. Our demonstration that a clinically relevant tropisetron concentration potentiates ␣1␤ GlyR-mediated IPSCs without causing motor or other side effects suggests the policy of avoiding ␣1 potentiation during analgesic drug development may be overemphasized.
Conclusion-Given that hyperekplexia is normally associated with a loss of glycinergic inhibitory tone, it seems paradoxical that an increase in glycinergic tone elicits an identical phenotype. We demonstrate here that all known GLRA1 gain-of-function hyperekplexia mutations act similarly to induce spontaneous GlyR activity and slow the decay rate of glycinergic IPSCs. We argue that mutations with modest IPSC prolonging effects (W170S, R414H) are unlikely to cause hyperekplexia by simply slowing the IPSC decay rate. We also argue that intracellular chloride accumulation in otherwise healthy adult neurons is unlikely to be solely responsible, although it may contribute to the phenotype. It has been shown that an elevated intracellular chloride concentration late in development selectively ablates ␣1␤ GlyR-containing synapses on spinal neurons. We consider this provides a plausible mechanism for gain-offunction GLRA1 hyperekplexia mutations because the loss of synapses would result in a single common hyperekplexia phenotype without requiring significant chloride accumulation in adult neurons.
Experimental Procedures
Cell Culture and Molecular Biology-The human GlyR ␣1 (pCIS) and ␤ (pCIS) plasmid DNAs were combined in a ratio of 1␣:50␤ (artificial synapse and macropatch recordings) or 1␣:100␤ (single channel recordings) and transfected into HEK293 cells via calcium phosphate-DNA co-precipitation. This resulted in the expression of ␣1␤ heteromeric GlyRs (21) . For artificial synapse experiments, mouse neuroligin-2A (pNice) and rat gephyrin (pCIS) were co-transfected along with GlyR plasmids to facilitate the formation of artificial synapses. Empty pEGFP plasmid was also transfected as an expression marker. Mutagenesis was performed using the QuikChange mutagenesis kit, and the successful incorporation of mutations was confirmed by DNA sequencing.
Artificial Synapse Formation-E15 timed-pregnant rats were euthanized via CO 2 inhalation in accordance with procedures approved by the University of Queensland Animal Ethics Committee. Primary cultures of embryonic spinal cord neurons were prepared as previously described (21, 53) . Cells were plated at a density of ϳ80,000 cells per 18-mm poly-D-lysinecoated coverslip in DMEM with 10% fetal bovine serum. After 24 h, the plating medium was changed to Neurobasal medium supplemented with 2% B27 and 1% Glutamax, and a second feed after 1 week replaced half of this medium. Neurons were grown for 1-4 weeks in vitro and the heterosynaptic co-cultures were prepared by directly introducing transfected HEK293 cells onto the primary neuronal cultures 1-3 days prior to recordings.
Electrophysiology-Whole cell recordings were performed in voltage-clamp mode using a HEKA EPC10 amplifier (HEKA Electronics, Lambrecht, Germany) and Patchmaster software (HEKA), at room temperature. Cells were continuously perfused with extracellular solution comprising (in mM): 140 NaCl, 5 KCl, 2 CaCl 2 , 1 MgCl 2 , 10 HEPES, and 10 D-glucose, adjusted to pH 7.4 with NaOH. Patch pipettes (1-3 M⍀ resistance), made from borosilicate glass (GC150F-7.5, Harvard apparatus), were filled with an intracellular solution containing the following (in mM): 145 CsCl, 2 CaCl 2 , 2 MgCl 2 , 10 HEPES, 10 EGTA, and 2 MgATP, adjusted to pH 7.4 with NaOH. Glycine-gated currents were recorded at a holding potential of Ϫ40 mV, digitized at 2.9 kHz, and filtered at 10 kHz. For IPSC recordings, the patch pipette resistance was adjusted to 4 -6 M⍀ and filled with the same internal solution. Series resistance was routinely compensated to 60% of maximum and was monitored throughout the recording. Spontaneous glycinergic IPSCs in HEK293 cells were recorded at a holding potential at Ϫ60 mV and signals were filtered at 4 kHz and sampled at 10 kHz. As these IPSCs were completely abolished by 1 M tetrodotoxin (not shown), we infer they were induced by spontaneous action potentials.
Single-channel currents were recorded from outside-out excised patches at a clamped potential of Ϫ70 mV. Glass electrodes were pulled from borosilicate glass (G150F-3; Warner Instruments), coated with a silicone elastomer (Sylgard-184; Dow Corning), and heat-polished to a final tip resistance of 8 -15 M⍀ when filled with an intracellular solution containing (in mM) 145 CsCl, 2 MgCl 2 , 2 CaCl 2 , 10 HEPES, and 5 EGTA, pH 7.4. Excised patches were directly perfused with extracellular solution by placing them in front of one barrel of a doublebarreled glass tube. Single channel currents were either recorded while the patch was exposed to extracellular solution (without added glycine) or elicited by exposing the patch continuously to glycine (100 M) containing solution. Experiments were recorded using an Axopatch 200B amplifier (Molecular Devices), filtered at 5 kHz and digitized at 20 kHz using Clampex (pClamp 10, Molecular Devices) via a Digidata 1440A digitizer. The currents were filtered off-line at 3 kHz for making figures.
In the pharmacological studies, tropisetron (Sigma) was applied by bath perfusion. After waiting 2 min for drug effects to stabilize, we compared at least 3 min of spontaneous activity before, during, and after drug application.
Macropatch recordings were performed in the excised outside-out patch clamp configuration. Patch pipettes were firedpolished to a resistance of ϳ10 M⍀ and filled with the same internal solution. Macroscopic currents in outside-out patches pulled from transfected HEK293 cells were activated by brief (Ͻ1 ms) exposure to agonists using a piezo-electric translator (Siskiyou). We regularly calibrated the speed of the solution exchange system by rapidly switching the solution perfusing an open patch pipette between standard extracellular solution and an extracellular solution that had been diluted by 50% with distilled water. By monitoring the resulting pipette current, we were able to ensure that the solution perfusing the macropatch was completely exchanged within 200 s (26). Recordings were performed using a Multiclamp 700B amplifier and pClamp9 software (Molecular Devices), filtered at 4 kHz and sampled at 10 kHz.
Analysis-Analyses of IPSC amplitudes, 10 -90% rise times, and weighted decay time constants were performed using Axograph (Axograph Scientific). Only cells with a stable series resistance of Ͻ25 M⍀ throughout the recording period were included in the analysis. Single peak IPSCs with amplitudes of at least three times above the background noise were detected using a semi-automated sliding template. Each detected event was visually inspected and only well separated IPSCs with no inflections in the rising or decay phases were included. To calculate macroscopic current decay time constants, averaged macroscopic traces were fitted with double-exponential functions in Axograph X, and a weighted time constant was calcu-lated from individual time constants (1, 2) and their relative amplitude (A1, A2) as followings: weighted ϭ (1 ϫ A1 ϩ 2 ϫ A2)/(A1 ϩ A2). The averaged data from individual cells were then pooled to obtain group data. Statistical analysis and plotting were performed with Prism 5 (GraphPad Software). The fitting of single Log(Gaussian) functions to IPSC amplitude and decay time constant distributions was also performed using Prism 5. All data are presented as mean Ϯ S.E. Student's t tests or one-way analysis of variance, as appropriate, were employed for comparisons. For all tests, the number of asterisks corresponds to level of significance: *, p Ͻ 0.05; **, p Ͻ 0.01; ***, p Ͻ 0.001; and ****, p Ͻ 0.0001.
Single channel recordings were analyzed with pClamp 10 (Clampfit) or QuB software. Segments of single channel activity separated by long periods of baseline were idealized into noisefree open and shut events using a temporal resolution of 70 s. Single channel activations were separated using a betweenburst closure period ranging between 6 and 30 ms. 
